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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of publishing, index-
ing, and querying large XML data repositories distributed
over an existing peer-to-peer (P2P) service infrastructure.
Our architecture scales gracefully to the network and data
sizes by supporting thousands of nodes, massive data, and
frequent queries and updates. It is fully distributed, fault
tolerant and self-organizing, and handles complex queries
efficiently, even those queries that use full-text search, ap-
proximate matching, and inter-document relationships. It
also provides balanced workload and storage, low search
traffic and latency, and low maintenance overhead. The
novelty of our framework is that it is both a sophisticated
data management and an IR system. It extends state-of-
the-art database technologies, such as XML indexing and
advanced XQuery processing, to work in a distributed P2P
environment. It also adapts modern IR query processing
techniques to facilitate XML relevance ranking based on
distributed inverted lists. We report on a prototype imple-
mentation, which is used to analyze the various costs in-
volved in indexing XML data and answering queries.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In the past few years, the peer-to-peer (P2P) model has
emerged as a new and popular computing model for many
Internet applications, such as file sharing, collaborative
computing, and instant messaging. A P2P network consists
of a large number of nodes, called peers, that share data
and resources with other peers on an equal basis. Peers are
connected through a logical network topology implemented
on top of an existing physical network, which may dynami-
cally adapt to cope with peers joining and departing, as well
as with network and peer failures. In contrast to traditional
client-server architectures, a node in a P2P network can act
as both a service provider and a client. Compared to tradi-
tional client-server systems, P2P systems are more scalable,

flexible, fault-tolerant, and easy to deploy. Since no central
coordination exists in a P2P system, there is no central point
of failure. Additionally, network resources can be fully uti-
lized and shared, and the server workload can be distributed
among all the peers in the system.

Despite their benefits when compared to centralized sys-
tems, the most important challenge in designing a P2P sys-
tem is search efficiency, especially in the presence of com-
plex data and sophisticated search queries. Based on their
search techniques, P2P systems can be classified into two
main categories: unstructured and structured P2P systems.
In unstructured P2P systems, which include file sharing
systems, such as Napster, Gnutella, KaZaA, and Freenet,
there is no global protocol for data placement and the net-
work topology is not tightly controlled. Their basic search
strategy is to partially flood the P2P network with search
messages or to randomly traverse the network until the de-
sired data are found. Unstructured P2P systems offer easy
deployment, more flexibility than structured systems, and
low cost of maintenance. However, they usually have poor
search performance and do not scale very well, because
the query load of each node grows linearly with the total
number of queries, which in turn grows with the number of
nodes in the system.

In a structured P2P system, the location of data is de-
termined by some global scheme, such as a global hash
function that hashes a search key to a node. Thus, keys
are distributed to peers, forming a virtual Distributed Hash
Table (DHT). By limiting the routing state of each peer to
a small number of logical neighbors (typically logarithmic
to the network size), structured P2P systems form overlay
networks in which both the lookup time for a key and DHT
maintenance take a logarithmic number of routing hops be-
tween peers. Thus, by adding an acceptable amount of
lookup overhead, structured P2P systems offer higher avail-
ability and better scalability than traditional client-server ar-
chitectures and unstructured P2P systems. Moreover, the
well-distributed DHT-based data placement strategy natu-
rally leads to load balancing in the system. Examples of
DHT-based P2P systems are Pastry [25], Chord [26], and
CAN [24].



While the benefits of structured P2P systems are sig-
nificant, regardless of the type of data, there has been re-
cent interest in Information Retrieval (IR) style content-
based full-text searching in P2P systems. The most com-
mon method for full-text search, to date, is key-based rout-
ing, which uses the DHT of a P2P system as a distributed
inverted list to route queries to documents [28]. An IR-style
keyword-based query can be answered by routing the query
to the peers associated with the query keywords and by
combining their inverted lists through messages. Further-
more, there is recent interest in indexing and querying data
that are far more complex than the simple keys supported by
DHT-based P2P networks, such as relational data [19, 17]
and XML [15, 9]. The greatest challenges faced by these
systems are data placement and query processing, because
queries over these data are typically complex and may in-
volve searching, routing, and processing massive data.

In this paper, we consider the problem of publishing, in-
dexing, and querying large schema-less XML data repos-
itories distributed over an existing P2P service infrastruc-
ture. Instead of developing a new special-purpose P2P ar-
chitecture from the ground up, we are leveraging existing
P2P technology, namely DHT-based P2P systems. We have
chosen to work on XML, rather than relational data, be-
cause XML is now the language of choice for commu-
nication among cooperating systems. In our framework,
any peer may publish XML documents, by making them
public to all participating peers, and may submit queries
against the published data. Although the published XML
documents remain at the publication site, the P2P infras-
tructure serves as a distributed index for routing queries
originated by any peer to the document sources that con-
tain the query answers, rather than for retrieving the actual
XML fragments of the answer. The query language con-
sidered by our framework is XQuery [31], a superset of
XPath that has replaced XPath as the standard query lan-
guage for XML. Unlike other approaches, we consider all
essential features of XQuery, even queries that search and
correlate multiple documents residing at unspecified loca-
tions. We have extended the XQuery syntax with simple
syntactic constructs for full-text search to facilitate approx-
imate matching and relevance ranking. An XML document
in our framework is indexed on both its textual content and
its structural makeup, called the structural summary, which
is a concise summary of all valid paths to data in the doc-
ument. Even though a formal schema, such as an XML
Schema or a DTD, would have been useful information for
indexing and accessing data, our framework does not re-
quire it.

Although there are a number of earlier proposals on in-
dexing and querying of XML data distributed over a P2P
system [15, 9], there is no work reported on complex
query processing that combines full-text search, approxi-

mate matching, and relevance ranking. The novelty of our
framework is that it is both a data management and an infor-
mation retrieval system for distributed XML data. We ex-
pect that our framework will serve as an infrastructure for
collaborative work environments within public web com-
munities that share data and resources. The best candidates
to benefit from our framework are collaborative applications
that host on-line repositories of data and operate on a very
large scale (thousands of nodes, massive data, very frequent
queries, and moderately frequent updates). For these ap-
plications, a centralized storage and control may be impos-
sible, infeasible, or even undesirable, due to societal con-
cerns or restrictions (such as for projects involving multi-
national collaboration) or due to the nature of data (such
as data that need to be kept at the production site). Fur-
thermore, good candidates are those applications that seek
high system and data availability, resilience to node depar-
tures and node/network failures, and scalability to the net-
work growth. Finally, good candidates are those applica-
tions that require complex/hierarchical data, such as scien-
tific data, schema flexibility (semistructured data), and com-
plex querying capabilities, including full-text search and ap-
proximate matching.

1.2 Examples

Our main addition to the XPath and XQuery syntax is the
support for full-text search, which has been influenced by
TexQuery [4]. The boolean full-text search predicatee ∼ S,
wheree is an arbitrary XPath/XQuery expression, returns
true if at least one element from the sequence returned bye
matches thesearch specification, S. A search specification
is an IR-style boolean keyword query that takes the form

“phrase” | S1 andS2 | S1 or S2 | S1 and notS2 | ( S )

whereS, S1, andS2 are search specifications. A phrase,
which may consist of multiple words, must be present in
the text of some descendant of the XML element returned
by the expressione and must be in consecutive words that
do not cross element boundaries.. For example, the XPath
query QUERY 1:

/biblio//book[title ˜ ("XQuery processing"
and "relevance")]

[abstract ˜ ("SAX" and not "DOM")]

searches for all books in biblio documents (that is, docu-
ments that match/biblio//book ) for papers that con-
tain the phrase “XQuery processing” and the word “rele-
vance” in the title, and whose abstract contains the word
“SAX” but not the word “DOM”. The query returns the top-
k results sorted by their relevance score, wherek is specified
by the query client. The relevance score is a typically sub-
jective metric that indicates how close a document matches
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a query, based on the frequency and the proximity of the
query search terms in the document.

Like XPath queries, XQueries may include full-text
search predicates at any point in the query. In addition, the
special functiondocument() matches any indexed docu-
ment in the P2P system and returns the top level elements
of these documents. For example, the XQuery QUERY 2:

<answer>{
for $a in document()//auctions/auction
where $a/description ˜ "bicycle"
return <bids>{ $a/description,

max(document()//bids/bid
[@item = $a/@item]/price)

}</bids>
}</answer>

searches for two XML documents that describe auction
items for bicycles with multiple bids and, for each auction
item, it returns the maximum bid. Since this is a join of
two interrelated documents, the query returns all the qual-
ifying document link pairs, sorted by the combined rele-
vance score of each pair.

1.3 Highlights of our Approach

We present a dynamic, scalable, reliable, and high-
performance architecture for processing XQueries over a
large repository of XML data distributed over a DHT-based
P2P system. Unlike other approaches [15, 9], we consider
a substantial subset of XQuery, even queries that correlate
multiple documents at once, such as QUERY 2. When pub-
lished by a peer, the data of an XML document are indexed
on both the textual content and the structural summary of
the document. Each structural summary completely iden-
tifies a sub-space of peers who own parts of a distributed
inverted list that contains information about the textual con-
tent of all the documents that conform to this particular
structural summary. Peers may participate in multiple sub-
spaces, while the size of each sub-space may grow and
shrink dynamically, depending on the workload. Unlike
earlier work [15], given an XQuery, our framework is able
to find all the plausible structural summaries applicable to
the query using only one DHT lookup. In a typical DHT-
based P2P system, this DHT lookup takes a number of rout-
ing hops logarithmic to the network size. A plausible struc-
tural summary is one that matches the structural footprint of
the query, that is, all the path expressions in the query. Then,
for each matching structural summary, the query search
specifications are evaluated against the distributed inverted
lists related to the structural summary. These inverted lists
are used to extract the locations of the matching documents,
as is done in traditional IR systems. More specifically, from
the given XQuery, a distributed query plan is constructed
that visits those peers within the sub-space of the matching

structural summary that are associated with the search terms
of the query. Each of these peers retrieves from its local
store the ranked inverted list associated with one of these
search terms, then combines it with the incoming ranked
list, and routes the new list to the next peer. This combina-
tion of inverted lists at each peer materializes a single eval-
uation step, where documents links are collected, ranked,
and routed to the next peer.

To locate single documents based on value equality pred-
icates, such as$a/price=10 , as well as to locate multi-
ple documents that are related through join conditions, our
framework uses value histograms distributed over the DHT.
Each such histogram is a two-dimensional table with di-
mensions across document locations and text content, and is
associated with a single node in a structural summary tree.
From each equijoin condition in a query (such as the join in
QUERY 2), the two structural summary nodes that partici-
pate in the join are deduced from the structural footprint of
the query. Then, the peers that hold the histograms of these
two nodes are visited using only two DHT lookups. The
result of the join between these two histograms is another
histogram that gives the number of document locations from
the left side of the join joined with document locations from
the right side. This histogram is used in filtering out all the
implausible pairs of documents that do not satisfy the join
condition as well as for extracting and ranking the qualify-
ing pairs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the peer architecture while Section 3 presents our
distributed indexing scheme for XML data, which is based
on both meta-data information and textual content. Sec-
tion 4 describes our distributed query processing algorithms
based on our indexing scheme. Since XQuery is a general-
ization of XPath, we first present our query processing al-
gorithm for XPath (Section 4.1) and then we extend it to
capture the essential features of XQuery (Section 4.2). Sec-
tion 5 presents our relevance ranking algorithms, which are
suitable for our distributed processing framework. Finally,
Section 6 describes the related work and Section 7 analyzes
the various costs involved in indexing XML data and an-
swering queries based on a prototype implementation.

2 Architecture

Although our framework is independent of the under-
lying DHT-based P2P architecture, our system is imple-
mented on top of Pastry [25, 23]. Pastry is a completely de-
centralized, scalable and self-organizing substrate for P2P
applications. It maps both keys and node IP addresses to
the same identifier space using 128-bit Node Ids. A key
is mapped to a peer node whose Node Id is the closest to
the key’s Node Id. In contrast to other DHT-based sys-
tems, the query routing scheme in Pastry is more complex
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Figure 1. Architecture of a Peer

and more efficient since it considers network proximity to
make the number of physical hops of message routing as
small as possible. The most important operation in Pastry is
route(msg,key) , which routes a message,msg, to the
peer whose Node Id is numerically closest tokey . It re-
quires at mostdlog16 ne hops from peer to peer, wheren is
the total number of peers. Although Pastry updates the peer
routing tables automatically to cope with node departures
and failures, it is left to the application to provide a suitable
data storage for each peer and a method to redistribute the
data among peers in the event of a DHT update.

The architecture of a peer in our framework is shown
in Figure 1. The XML document pool is a repository of
local XML documents published by this peer. The struc-
tural summary indexes and the persistent inverted lists are
stored locally using a lightweight storage manager (Berke-
ley DB [8]). There are three main components in a peer:
the publisher, the plan evaluator, and the XQuery processor.
When a peer publishes a local document, its publisher sends
information about the structural summary and the terms
in the document to the appropriate peers using messages.
When a peer receives such a message, it stores this infor-
mation into its local indexes. The plan evaluator is the most
important component of the peer. It evaluates the incoming
plan against both the incoming ranked list of document lo-
cations and its local database and generates a new plan and
a new ranked list to be routed to the next peer. It basically
implements a single step towards the evaluation of a query.
After the final document locations of a query are retrieved
and ranked by the plan evaluators, they are returned to the
query client. The query client may pick some of these doc-
ument locations to send the original XQuery for evaluation.
This is accomplished by the peer’s centralized XQuery pro-
cessing engine that supports full-text search with relevance
ranking against the local documents. We have already ad-
dressed the details of such engine in an earlier work [14].
The results of the XQuery engine are the actual XML frag-
ments that satisfy the query.
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Figure 2. A Structural Summary

3 Data Placement and Indexing

An important data structure associated with an XML
document is itsstructural summary(SS), which is a tree
that defines the structural make-up of the XML data of the
document and concisely captures all valid paths to its data.
For example, one possible SS tree that matches QUERY 1
is shown in Figure 2. In our framework, when an XML
document is published by a peer, its structural summary is
extracted and indexed through the DHT of the P2P system.
More specifically, for each unique tagname in the structural
summary, a message is sent to the peer whose node Id is nu-
merically closest to the Id of the tagname. The destination
peer, upon receiving this message, will store the structural
summary and the document location into its local database.
The document location consists of the Id of the publisher
and a document number that uniquely identifies the docu-
ment at the publisher site. Given that structural summaries
are XML trees too, the structural summary is shredded and
indexed by the destination peer so that tree pattern queries
(twig queries [5]) over locally indexed structural summaries
can be evaluated efficiently using containment joins [32]. If
k is the number of unique tagnames in the document, then,
in Pastry, the total cost of indexing a structural summary
over our P2P system is less thankdlog16 ne peer hops.

When a query is submitted to a client peer for evaluation,
its structural footprint(SF) is extracted. A structural foot-
print is a simple twig query (an XPath query with no value
comparisons or function calls). For example, the SF of
QUERY 1 is /biblio//book[title][abstract] .
Then, the client peer selects an arbitrary tagname from the
SF, such as the tagnamebook in QUERY 1, and routes the
SF to the peer whose node Id is numerically closest to the
Id of the tagname. Upon receiving the request, the desti-
nation peer evaluates the SF against its indexed structural
summaries using containment joins and retrieves all those
that match the given SF (this is done by the twig query pro-
cessor in Figure 1). If the client query does not contain
any content restriction (such as full-text search), then the
locations of all the documents that conform to the match-
ing structural summaries are returned to the client. Given
that any tagname from the query is good enough for retriev-
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ing the matching documents, we can actually minimize the
number of peer hops by choosing the tagname whose Id is
numerically closest to the node Id of the client peer.

A more challenging situation arises when the client
query involves full-text searching, as in QUERIES 1 and 2.
Given that we can derive the SS of a document when it
is published and we can find all the matching SSs when
a query is submitted to a peer, the SS can be a very use-
ful piece of information in indexing terms from the textual
content of an XML document. It would not be a good idea,
though, to spread out the indexed text terms over the en-
tire P2P network because of the large amount of different
terms in a document: a typical XML document may con-
tain thousands of words, which would need to be routed to
thousands of peers when the document is published. On the
other hand, we can use the SS of the document to derive the
location of a single peer that will hold all the indexed terms
of all documents that conform to this particular SS. That is,
we can map the document SS to a 128-bit node Id, called
thestructural summary Id(SSid). The SSid, like any node
Id, is associated with a Pastry peer, who becomes respon-
sible for indexing all the text terms of all documents with
that SS. Then, to evaluate an XPath query, we can simply
derive all plausible SSs that match its structural footprint
and can route the query to the peers associated with each of
the plausible SSs. Even though the structural footprint of a
query may be associated with multiple SSs, each SS would
require searching only one peer to answer the query. Unfor-
tunately, this approach is not effective for all scenarios. If
a P2P system had a large number of peers, a large number
of documents, but very few different SSs (as it would be the
case of a highly homogeneous database), then a very small
number of peers would serve as text term indexes (one per
SS) and would carry the burden of query evaluation, while
the rest would only serve as document owners and for tag-
name indexing.

Based on the observations above, we have decided to
design a self-tuning system whose configuration can range
between the above two extremes. In contrast to tagnames,
whose indexed entries may appear at any peer in the net-
work, text terms in our framework are indexed over a max-
imum of 2k peers, wherek ≤ log2 n is a dynamic param-
eter that is adjusted based on the average query workload
of a particular SS. The node Id (of size 128 bits in Pastry)
associated with a termt in a documentd with SSS is con-
structed as follows: thek highest bits come from the termt
(such as the lowestk bits of its hash code) while the128−k
lowest bits come from the structural summaryS of the doc-
ument (such as the128 − k lowest bits of the SSid). This
node Id is represented by the triple〈 t, S, k 〉, as shown
below:

k

S (structural summary)

128−bit node Id for < t, S, k>

t (term)

In other words, we have constructed a two-level hierarchical
ring of peers, where each peer may participate in multiple
sub-rings (sub-spaces). The parameterk associated with a
SS can increase or decrease, depending on the query and up-
date workload. When increased by one, the number of par-
ticipating peers in the sub-space doubles and their indexes
associated with that SS are halved in two, while when de-
creased, the number halves and their associated indexes are
merged in pairs. When a document is published by a peer,
and after its SSS is extracted,2k buffers of fixed size are
created. Then, for each termw in the document, informa-
tion aboutw is inserted into the appropriate buffert (such as
the buffer whose index comes from the lowestk bits of the
hash code ofw). When a buffert becomes full, it is sent to
the appropriate peer (whose node Id is associated with the
triple 〈 t, S, k 〉). Therefore, if there areN search terms
in the document and each buffer has room forB terms, then
publishing the document will require sending aboutN/B
messages.

One important improvement to our data publishing al-
gorithm is the use of schema information, when present, to
extract more precise structural summaries. Even though the
same technique can be used for any kind of schema, we have
focused on DTDs. Given a DTD, we extract a structural
summary that matches nearly all documents that conform to
that DTD (the only exception is the files that conform to a
recursive DTD and recurse deeper than a threshold). When
the document DTD is available, a text term,t, is indexed
based on the ID〈 t, D, k 〉, whereD is the structural sum-
mary extracted from the document DTD. The information
associated with any tagname or term, though, includes both
D and the actual SS,S, derived from the document content.
In a way,S is a prunedD. D is used for locating peers
while S is used for more precise querying (to be explained
in the next section).

4 Query Processing

4.1 XPath Query Processing

The first step in evaluating an XPath query is to extract
its structural footprint and search the P2P network for all
structural summaries that match this footprint. In addition
to the structural summary, as we will see, it is also necessary
to find the nodes in the structural summary tree that partic-
ipate in the query predicates. For example, the structural
footprint of QUERY 1 is:

/biblio//book[title = 1][abstract = 2]
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The SS in Figure 2 matches the footprint of QUERY 1 and
binds the nodes 1/2 in the footprint to the nodes 8/4 in the
SS respectively. The function to retrieve this information is

summary ( Tagname, QueryFootprint, Code )

which routes the structural footprint of the query (ie,
QueryFootprint ) and the code to be executed remotely
to the peer whose node Id is numerically closest to the Id of
Tagname. This peer, upon receiving the footprint, will find
all matching structural summaries (by using theTagname
as a handle) and, for each such structural summary, will ex-
ecute the code,Code. The code is the abstract syntax rep-
resentation of an anonymous function that has the signature
( SS, bits, list of int ) -> void , where the
SS is bound to the matching structural summary,bits is
bound to the number of higher-order bits in node Id used in
indexing text terms (which determines the size of the sub-
space for this structural summary), and thelist of int
is bound to the list of node Ids in the structural summary
tree that correspond to the numbers in the footprint. For
example, for QUERY 1, we execute:

summary( "<book>",
‘/biblio//book[title = 1][abstract = 2]’,
\(S,k,[n1,n2]) -> ... )

where\(S,k,[n1,n2]) -> is the code representation
of an anonymous function (much like a lambda abstraction
in functional programming languages) with the above sig-
nature (the function body is omitted). The list[n1,n2] is
a list of int that provides values for the two nodes, 1
and 2, of the footprint.

The next step in XPath query evaluation is, given a par-
ticular structural summary found at the first step, to find all
matching documents that also match the search specifica-
tions in the query. Given a text termt in the search specifi-
cation of a query and a structural summaryS to be matched,
which requires thatk higher-order bits of the node Id be
taken from the term, then the triple〈 t, S, k 〉 specifies
precisely the peer who holds the index terms for the termt
underS. This is accomplished by the following function

route ( <Term,SS,bits>, RankedList, Code )

which routes the RankedList to the peer whose node Id
is numerically closest to the Id specified by the triple<
Term, SS, bits > . The RankedList is a list of docu-
ment locations with some additional information that allows
us to do relevance ranking (explained in Section 5). Upon
receiving the RankedList, the peer executes the codeCode,
which has the signatureRankedList -> void . That
is, the code is evaluated against the received RankedList.

For example, QUERY 1, is translated into the code in
Figure 3, where the functionreturn sends the results
back to the query client using a direct route (through its

IP address). The functionsfind , phrase , and , or ,
andandnot , are executed locally at a peer. The function
find (t, S, n) finds all indexed entries of a text termt, given
the structural summary of the documents under considera-
tion,S, and given thatt should appear as a descendant of the
noden in S. The boolean functions merge two RankedLists
into a single RankedList using IR methods for relevance
ranking. In particular, the functionphrase(x,y) returns
the document locations that appear in bothx andy lists and
have their term hits in consecutive positions.

Note that there are other orders for processing the five
text terms in Figure 3 that facilitate parallelization. Of
course, not all permutations are possible, since, on one
hand we want to route a single document list from peer to
peer, and on the other hand to make sure that we get the
right functionality of the search specifications in the query.
Since there is a probability that some text terms may hash
into the same peer, depending on the size of the sub-space
for a particular SS,S, it would be more effective to sort
the text terms before we route them to peers. This can be
done at the<book> peer, since it has the knowledge of
both the SSid ofS and the number of bitsk . At that peer,
we can generate the rest of the plan by sorting the node
Ids that correspond to the triples<"XQuery",S,k>,
<"processing",S,k>, <"relevance",S,k>,
<"SAX",S,k> , and<"DOM",S,k> , taking into account
that this query must be answered by routing a single
document list from peer to peer. By sorting the node Ids,
the text terms that hash onto the same peer will be evaluated
in successive order within the peer, thus minimizing traffic.

We have also extended our query processing framework
to take advantage of the optional DTD information. Upon
arrival of the first message, the peer whose node Id is nu-
merically closest to the Id of tagname retrieves all SSs that
match the query footprint and groups them as follows:

{ ∅ : S0, D1 : S1, . . . , Dn : Sn }

where the group∅ is associated with the set of all match-
ing SSs that do not have a DTD and each groupDi is as-
sociated with the set of all matching SSs that correspond
to the DTD that yields the structural summaryDi (as ex-
plained in Section 3). For each SS inS0, the walk around
the keyword peers (eg, the round along the five text terms
in Figure 3) must be done once (as already explained). For
all SSs in eachDi, though, the walk can be done only once
by carrying multiple RankedLists in one message (a total of
|Si| RankedLists). That is, theDi SS is used for routing
while the actual SS inSi associated with each RankedList
is used for RankedList combination (ie, two RankedLists of
two terms can be combined if they correspond to the same
SS). Even though, the total number of RankedLists does not
change, the number of peer rounds is reduced from

∑
i |Si|

to |S0| + n. That way, we can process multiple SSs in one
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summary("<book>",
‘/biblio//book[title = 1][abstract = 2]’,
\(S,k,[n1,n2])

-> route(<"XQuery",S,k>,
emptylist,
\L1 -> route(<"processing",S,k>,

find("XQuery",S,n1),
\L2 -> route(<"relevance",S,k>,

phrase(L2,find("processing",S,n1)),
\L3 -> route(<"SAX",S,k>,

and(L3,find("relevance",S,n1)),
\L4 -> route(<"DOM",S,k>,

and(L4,find("SAX",S,n2)),
\L5 -> return(andnot(L5,

find("DOM",S,n2)))))))))

XQuery

processing relevance

DOM

SAX

query client

<book>

Figure 3. Translation of QUERY 1

message, thus reducing traffic.

4.2 XQuery Processing

The main challenge in executing XQueries in a P2P sys-
tem is evaluating joins among multiple documents using
distributed indexes exclusively, without looking at the ac-
tual documents. Before an XQuery is evaluated at a query
client, its query footprints are derived. The number of foot-
prints is equal to the number ofdocument() in the query.
For example, the footprints of the two documents used in
QUERY 2 are:

1: //auctions/auction[@item=1]/description=2
2: //bids/bid[@item=1]/price

which assign numbers to the SS nodes that participate in
join predicates and search specifications. Even though the
number of SSs that match these footprints may be small,
there may be numerous documents that conform to these
SSs, and we would need to consider all combinations of
them to evaluate the equijoin among them. Handling the
join predicate@item = $a/@item using distributed in-
dexes may reduce the number of document pairs to be con-
sidered for this join and will allow us to rank the resulting
pairs. Our indexes are two-dimensional histograms with di-
mensions across document locations and text content. Since
these histograms are to be routed through the network, they
should be concise, but large enough to minimize the number
of false positives.

More specifically, a histogramHS
nk

is a matrix ofmd ×
mv integers, where bothmd andmv are constants. It cor-
responds to a specific leaf nodenk of a specific structural
summaryS. The location of the histogram is the peer asso-
ciated with the pair〈 S, nk 〉. In Pastry, it can be the peer
whose Id is closest to the Id formed by taking 16 highest
bits from nk and the rest bits from the SSid ofS. Then,

HS
nk

[d, v] counts all the values that hash on columnv of
all documents with SSS, which are retrieved by the XPath
query that corresponds to the nodenk of S and whose doc-
ument location hashes on rowd.

When a document is published, a linear histogram of
sizemv (that is, a vector ofmv integers) is constructed as
follows: for every leaf nodenk in the structural summary
of the document, the XPath query that corresponds tonk

is evaluated and the returned values that hash in each of
the mv buckets are counted. This can be done using only
one scan over the XML document. Then, these linear his-
tograms are routed to the appropriate peers to be merged
with the existing histogram matrices. Ifms is the number
of nodes in the SSS, then this would involve routingms

vectors of integers of sizemv to peers.

These histograms can be used in XPath/XQuery predi-
cates of the forme = constant in a straightforward way:
the documents that satisfy this predicate can be calculated
by retrieving the histogram matrixHS

nk
that corresponds to

the pair〈 S, nk 〉, whereS is the SS andnk is the leaf
node number inS associated with the left side of the pred-
icate. To illustrate the use of these histograms in document
joins, consider the join predicate@item = $a/@item
in QUERY 2. We can derive all possible combinations of
〈 S, nk 〉 and 〈 S′, n′k 〉, whereS/S′ are the SSs of the
left/right sides of the predicate andnk/n′k are the leaf node
numbers in these SSs that correspond to the left/right sides
of the join predicate. The document pairs that satisfy an
equijoin in a query can be calculated by retrieving the his-
togram matrices,HS

nk
/HS′

n′
k
, that correspond to the pairs

〈 S, nk 〉 / 〈 S′, n′k 〉 and perform a distributed join be-
tween them using the matrix multiplicationHS

nk
× (HS′

n′
k
)T ,

yielding anmd×md matrix. The resulting matrix is used in
filtering the Cartesian product of the two document lists of
QUERY 2. That is, if a pair of documents hashes into a zero
bucket in the resulting matrix, it is not processed further.
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The histogramHS
nk

is located at the peer identified by
both the SSS and the node numbernk. The histogram
lookup is accomplished with the help of the function

void histogram ( < SS, node_num >, Code )

which sends the codeCode for execution to the peer iden-
tified by < SS, node num >. The code has signature
Histogram -> void . This peer, upon receiving the
message, extracts the histogram for this particular structural
summary and node number, and executes the code against
the histogram.

The candidate documents that participate in a join pred-
icate can be conservatively approximated by considering
the histograms associated with both sides of the predicate.
As an example of an XQuery evaluation, QUERY 2 is
translated into the plan shown in Figure 4. The function
summary docs is very similar to thesummary function,
but it also, in addition to the structural summary, routes to
the destination peer a document list that contains the loca-
tions of all documents that match this structural summary.
The functionjoin (L1, L2,H1,H2) first joins the two his-
togramsH1 and H2 using matrix multiplication between
the transpose of the matrixH1 and the matrixH2, that is,
HT

1 ×H2. Then, the result of the join is the Cartesian prod-
uct of L1 andL2, but with all pairs that hash into a zero
entry in the resulting histogram matrix removed from the
result. A better alternative that we are planning to consider
in a future work is the use of semijoins, in which the result
of matrix multiplication is used to filter the listL1 before is
routed and joined withL2.

5 Relevance Ranking

Our search specification syntax,e ∼ S, serves two
purposes: to enforce positional restrictions and to facil-
itate relevance ranking based on proximity. The posi-
tional restriction ofe ∼ S indicates that the conjunc-
tive search terms inS should appear inside the same el-
ement reached by the XQuery expressione (regardless of
depth). For example,/biblio//book ∼ ("Smith"
and "P2P") becomes true if and only if there is a book
that contains both terms “Smith” and “P2P”.

Given an XQuery, the relevance score of an XML doc-
ument must depend on the ‘proximity’ of the query search
terms in the document. Since XML has a hierarchical struc-
ture, XML proximity should go beyond the simple proxim-
ity measures that are based on document position. One ex-
ample of such a proximity measure is the size of the small-
est XML fragment that covers completely all the positive
search terms but excludes the negative terms.

Even though our query processing framework is inde-
pendent of the choice of a costing function, as a proof
of concept, we present an effective costing function based

on a proximity measure, which we callx-distance. The
x-distance, xdist(x, y), between two nodesx and y in
the same XML document counts the number of steps
(up)∗(right)∗(down)∗ required to navigate betweenx and
y. The number of up/down steps is important because it
gives the distance betweenx andy through the nearest com-
mon ancestor. This distance is similar to the longest com-
mon prefix based on Dewey IDs used in XRANK [16]. Un-
fortunately, incorporating the number of right steps, which
is the number of elements embedded betweenx andy, to the
x-distance is not always a good idea. This number is very
important for ordered sequences of data, such as the lists of
paragraphs or sections in document-centric XML files. It is
irrelevant, though, for sets of elements, which are common
in data-centric XML files. One way to address this prob-
lem is to support two types of full-text querying,e ∼ S and
e ≈ S, one in which the relative position of sub-elements in
e is irrelevant to ranking, and another in which this position
is relevant.

The calculation of the x-distance between search terms
is better facilitated if we use a breadth-first-search number-
ing scheme for the XML elements in a document when the
document is indexed. Then, each term in the document is
associated with an ancestor vector, which is the list of an-
cestors from the root down to and including the element
that contains the term, based on our numbering scheme.
Given two nodesx and y, their x-distance can be calcu-
late as follows: Let[a1, . . . , an] and [b1, . . . , bm] be the
ancestors ofx andy and leta1, . . . , ak = b1, . . . , bk, for
k ≥ 0, be their longest common prefix. Then, xdist(x, y) =
n− k + m− k + |ak+1 − bk+1|.

In addition to the calculation of x-distance, the ances-
tors vector allows us to enforce the positional restrictions.
This task requires knowledge of the structural summary of
the document, but as we have already discussed, every peer
that holds term entries from a document, has also knowl-
edge of the document SS. Suppose that two nodesx andy
contain the termstx and ty, respectively, in the predicate
e ∼ “tx” and“ty”. From the SS tree, we can derive the SS
node number associated with the common ancestor ofx and
y by using the node number of one of them, sayx, and go
up n − k steps in the SS tree. This common ancestor node
number must be a descendant or self of the SS node number
of the expressione in the predicate, which is also known at
query run-time, as we have seen in Section 4.1. If this is not
the case, the document will not be considered any further
for this particular combination ofx andy.

Our algorithms for combining two ranked lists are based
on the above information on search terms, which is stored in
the inverted lists of peers. These are the functionsphrase ,
and , or , andandnot , which take two RankedLists as in-
put and return a RankedList as output. A RankedList is a
list of tuples, where each tuple gives information about an
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summary("<auctions>",
‘//auctions/auction[@item = 1]/description = 2’,
\(S,k,[n1,n2])

-> summary_docs("<bids>",
‘//bids/bid[@item = 1]/price’,
\(S’,k’,[m1],L1)

-> histogram(< S, n1 >,
\H1 -> histogram(< S’, m1 >,

\H2 -> route(< "bicycle", S, k >, L1,
\L2 -> return(join(L2,find("bicycle",S,n2),

H1,H2)))))))

Figure 4. Translation of QUERY 2

occurrence of query search terms in an XML document. A
RankedList tuple includes a weight, which is the relevance
score of this entry and is ranged between 0 and 1. At the
beginning, the weight of a term is one, but it changes when
RankedLists are combined at a peer to reflect a boolean op-
eration in a search predicate in the query.

We are currently experimenting with the following cost-
ing function forand (the conjunction): From the two in-
put RankedLists, we consider only the pairsL1/L2 whose
doc owner and doc number components are respec-
tively equal. If they also satisfy the positional restriction
explained earlier, they become qualified pairs. Then, from
each qualifying pair, we construct a new tuple to be in-
serted in the output RankedList with the following values
for L.position andL.weight:

L1.position×L1.weight+L2.position×L2.weight
L1.weight+L2.weight

L1.weight×L2.weight×log(2−|L1.position−L2.position|/doc size)
1+xdist(L1,L2)

where docsize is the total size of the document that con-
tains L1 and L2. That is, the new position is the cen-
ter of mass ofL1 andL2 and the weight is inversely pro-
portional to the x-distance betweenL1 and L2 while it
gives a small weight to the positional proximity. The new
L.ancestors vector is the longest common prefix between
L1.ancestors andL2.ancestors, while theL.nodenumber is
the SS node number of the nearest common ancestor, de-
rived during the calculation of xdist as explained earlier.
Theor combining function simply unions together the two
input RankedLists. Theandnot function, though, is more
complex: for eachL1, if there is no qualified pairL1/L2

(whereL2 is the negated term), thenL1 is simply copied
to the output RankedList. Otherwise, we return one tuple
whose position is theL1.position and the weight is directly
proportional to the distance betweenL1 and the center of
mass of all qualified negated terms,L2 (ie, the further these
terms are the higher the score).

Finally, the total score of a document is calculated from
all the tuples in the resulting RankedList associated with

this document by combining their weights in pairs using the
function⊕(w1, w2) = w1 +w2−w1×w2, which is mono-
tonic forw1, w2 ∈ [0, 1]. Note that, since we need to check
the positional restrictions of a query, the granularity of the
items routed among peers that implement the search specifi-
cations of the query should be finer than the full document.
This does not prevent us from aggressively pruning out doc-
uments that do not look promising at the early stages. In
the future, we are planning to use one of the known top-k
threshold algorithms [13, 11] to reduce network traffic.

6 Related Work

The closest work to ours is by Galaniset al[15] on XPath
query routing in large P2P systems. Like our framework,
the target of their distributed indexing is the location of data
sources that contain the answer, rather than the actual XML
fragments of the answer. Moreover, like our inverted lists,
their indexing mechanism is based on meta-data. In particu-
lar, for each XML tagname and for each valid path that leads
to this tagname in the indexed documents, they associate the
document locations. This mapping is distributed in a DHT-
based system using the tagname as the search key. Their
indexes have been extended to include data strings, in addi-
tion to tagnames. XPath queries are routed to peers based on
the last tagname in the query. Then the peers will match the
query against the full paths attached to tagnames to retrieve
the relevant document locations. Unlike our work, though,
if there are nested conditions in an XPath query, the evalu-
ation would require merging the document lists of multiple
peers, one per predicate. Furthermore, this work does not
consider relevance ranking and complex XQueries.

Another related framework is XP2P [9], which indexes
XML data fragments in a P2P system based on their con-
crete paths that unambiguously identify the fragments in
the document (by using positional filters in the paths). The
search key used for fragment indexing is the hash value
of its path. Thus, XP2P can answer simple, but complete
XPath queries (without predicates or descendant-of steps)
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Figure 5. Performance Results of Data Publishing and Querying

very quickly, in one peer hop, using the actual query as the
search key. The main drawback of this method is that re-
trieving a complete data fragment with all its descendants
would require additional hops among peers by extending
the query with the child tagnames of each retrieved frag-
ment recursively, until all descendants are fetched. The
descendant-of step requires even more searching by con-
sidering the parts of the query that do not have descendant-
of steps and appending to them the child tagnames of the
retrieved fragments (which makes it impossible to answer
queries that start with a descendant-of step). More im-
portantly, this technique has not been extended to include
XPath predicates or other complex XQuery constructs.

There are many proposals on relevance ranking of XML
data in a centralized repository [6, 12, 18, 22], and systems
that apply relevance ranking and top-k query processing for
text document retrieval in a P2P system [27, 7, 29], but, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no coherent framework
specifically for indexing and querying XML data in a P2P
system based on relevance ranking.

There are a number of recent proposals on implement-
ing full-text searching over XML data efficiently, but most
are restricted to centralized searching. One such frame-
work is the TIX algebra [3], which works on pattern trees
that captures path expressions over single documents. DB-
Globe [21] exploits multi-level Bloom filters based on
the structural summary of XML documents to route path
queries to peers. We too are planning to investigate the use
of Bloom filters to reduce the size of our ranked lists and
improve network traffic. In [10], the structural summary
(called Repository Guides) is served as a global schema

that indicates how XML data are fragmented and distributed
over the network. In our framework, structural summaries
are dynamic and are used for locating documents, rather
than fragments.

Finally, our framework is also related to recent work on
relational query processing systems on P2P architectures,
such as PIER [20, 19], and on data integration based on
P2P systems, such as Piazza [17]. PIER adapts the existing
distributed relational database technology to a DHT-based
P2P architecture. One adaptation is the core join algorithm,
which is a DHT-based symmetric hash join. We are plan-
ning to explore these adaptations for our own distributed
queries. Another novel idea introduced by PIER is the soft-
state timeline, where each object is stored at a node for a
relative short time period and discarded afterwords. To ex-
tend their lifespan, the publisher must periodically extend
the objects’ timeline by sending renewal signals to probe
the storage nodes. If the probing fails, the objects are pub-
lished again. This periodic probing guarantees a high avail-
ability of data, even after node failures, but it comes with
a high cost. In the Piazza data integration system, each
peer exports its own relational schema while a user poses
queries over a mediated schema, which defines the integra-
tion mappings between the peer schemas. This framework
has been extended to handle XML data, where each peer
exports an XML Schema. Even though our framework can
be used for data integration too, this task is accomplished in
a more dynamic environment, with no need for a mediated
schema. Another approach on distributed management of
XML data in a P2P system is AXML [2], which is based
on XML documents with embedded calls to web services.
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Here the data integration is explicit, through SOAP-based
web service calls embedded in a document. These calls are
evaluated lazily when needed by an XQuery. Recently [1],
AXML has been used for sharing content in a P2P environ-
ment. This architecture uses DHT technologies to enable
access of a document or service regardless of its location in
the P2P network. In contrast to our work, though, it requires
that a partial URL or a namespace be provided.

7 Performance Evaluation

We have built a prototype system, calledXQP, to test
our ideas. It is built on top of Pastry [23] and uses Berke-
ley DB Java Edition [8] as a lightweight storage manager. It
is available athttp://lambda.uta.edu/xqp/ . Cur-
rently, it can process single-document queries only (ie, gen-
eral XPath queries and XQueries over single documents).
Furthermore, the number of highest bits,k, in node Ids used
for term indexing is currently constant, but we are planning
to adjust it to query workload, as discussed in Section 4.1.

The platform used for our experiments was a Linux PC
with a 2.8GHz Pentium 4 processor and 512MBs memory.
The simulation was done using Java (J2RE 1.5.0) with a
256MBs maximum memory allocation pool, from which
60% was allocated to the Berkeley DB cache. During docu-
ment publishing, the message size was limited to10000/2k

terms, fork highest bits in the node Ids, to accommodate2k

buffers, since the document terms are routed to2k peers.
Some experiments were performed over a cluster of 100
peers in a simulated network on a single processor while
others over a range of 1-1000 peers. (We could not simulate
a larger number of peers on one PC since every peer must
have its own database, which requires a substantial amount
of buffer space. In a real network, of course, where each PC
has a single peer, there is no such restriction.) The query
results were averaged over 100 evaluations.

For our first simulations, the datasets were synthetically
generated by the XMark benchmark [30]. Instead of gener-
ating and publishing one large XML file, we broke the data
into smaller files were each file had exactly 1000 top-level
elements (each file was between 440KBs and 2.5MBs). To
make the indexing more accurate, we used the XMark DTD,
which produced a structural summary of 2751 tree nodes
(this large number of nodes is due to the complexity and
the presence of recursion in the DTD). In the simulations
shown in Figure 5, the total size of data was ranged be-
tween 1MB and 22MBs, the number of highest bits,k, in
node Ids used for term indexing was ranged between 1 and
5, while the number of peers was fixed to 100 peers. Since
the XMark data was split into multiple documents of 1000
elements, the number of documents was ranged between 2
and 15, which resulted in between 2 and 10 different struc-
tural summaries. We can see in Figure 5 that the execution
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Figure 6. Scalability of Data Publishing

time, the number of messages, and the number of transac-
tions grow linearly with the dataset size. As expected, when
the number of bits is increased, the size of each message is
decreased (since the message size is limited to10000/2k to
accommodate2k buffers), which results to larger number of
messages and transactions.

In our second set of experiments, we evaluated the fol-
lowing XPath queries:

Q1: /site/people/person/name
Q2: /site/people/person

[name ˜ "Misha"]/address/city
Q3: //item//text ˜ "failing"
Q4: //item//text ˜ "failing slow"
Q5: //item//text ˜ ("failing" and "slow")

over all datasets derived from our first set of experiments.
Queries Q1 and Q2 are expected to run very fast because
they do not have descendant-of steps, and therefore they
match very few structural summaries. Queries Q2-Q5 use
relevance ranking, while Q4 and Q5, in addition to ranking,
combine their RankedLists. The total number of messages
needed for evaluating each query was constant (2 for Q1,
3 for Q2 and Q3, and 4 for Q4 and Q5), since the match-
ing DTD was found using one message, then there were
as many messages as the query keywords, and finally there
was one message to return the result to the query client. The
total query simulation times are shown at the second row in
Figure 5.

In our last set of experiments, shown in Figure 6, we
fixed the dataset size to 1MB and we ranged the number of
peers from 1 to 1000 and the number of bits from 1 to 5.
Obviously, the number of messages depends on the datasize
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and is independent of the number of peers (284, 316, 381,
510, and 764 for 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 bits, respectively). We can
see that the number of transactions and the actual number
of peers involved in publishing is independent of the net-
work size (the total number of peers), which shows that our
system can gracefully scale to a large number of peers.

8 Conclusion

We have presented a scalable architecture for indexing
and querying XML data distributed over a DHT-based P2P
system. Our framework for data indexing is based on both
meta-data information and textual content. These indexes
were designed to facilitate efficient distributed XQuery pro-
cessing with low network traffic and at the same time to
achieve low maintenance overhead. The query processing
framework maps XQuery with full-text search into a dis-
tributed program that migrates from peer to peer, collect-
ing and ranking relevant document locations and evaluating
parts of the query along the way. Our system is not only
able to retrieve the locations of all documents that satisfy
the structural and content constraints of a query, but it is
also able to rank them based on their relevance to the query.
This is done by extending current IR techniques with new
relevance ranking functions suitable for distributed XML
data and approximate query processing techniques based on
value histograms that reduce network traffic.
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